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A child in trouble . . . financial stress . . . broken relationships . . . Is it possible to find God’s
heart when barriers seem to stand in the way?
We all face difficult times when we struggle just to keep looking up. For author Randy
Kay, the challenge was extreme: He died. But at that juncture he met God and was
restored to a life of joy he had never thought possible.
Kay had spent most of his adult years as a devout agnostic. Then one day, after an
accident that ended his life, he met the One he had sought to disprove. From that time,
though many challenges lay ahead, his sense of emptiness was transformed into genuine
joy.
Through his own and many other riveting stories, Kay demonstrates not only that God
is present when we need Him, but that our trials can actually lead us to true intimacy
with the One who loves us beyond all measure.

“Randy expresses the heart of Christ
in a compassionate way few can deny.”
—Dr. Jim Garlow, New York Times bestselling author
“Randy Kay explains how we can draw closer to God as He uses
brokenness to draw us closer to Him. It all adds up to one compelling
book that carries tremendous weight.”
—Tommy Barnett, author; co-pastor, Dream City Church
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Randy Kay is CEO of PACEsetters and chairman and CEO of TenorCorp. Kay has
written for Forbes and the Wall Street Journal. His breakthrough research on
thriving in life spans several decades, as he has uncovered practical ways to
overcome trials. He lives in Carlsbad, California.
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